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ABSTRACT.   Let A be a noncyclic abelian p-group where p > 5, and

let p  A be the maximal divisible subgroup of A.   It is shown that A/p  A is

bounded and nonzero if and only if the automorphism group of A contains a

minimal noncentral normal subgroup.   This leads to the following connection be-

tween the ideal structure of certain rings and the normal structure of their

groups of units:   if the noncommutative ring R is isomorphic to the full ring of

endomorphisms of an abelian p-group, p > 5, then R contains minimal two-

sided ideals if and only if the group of units of R contains minimal noncentral

normal subgroups.

1.  Throughout the following, A is a p-primary abelian group with endomor-

phism ring End A and automorphism group Aut A. The maximal divisible sub-

group of A is denoted by p°°A. W. Liebert has proved the following result.

(1.1) Theorem (Liebert [7, p. 94] ). If either A¡p°°A is unbounded or

A = p°°A then End A contains no minimal two-sided ideals.  IfA/p°°A is bounded

and nonzero then End A contains a unique minimal two-sided ideal.

The purpose of this note is to show that, for p 5s 5, the same class of

abelian p-groups has a similar characterization in terms of automorphism groups.

The following theorem will be established.  Note that Aut A is commutative if

and only if ^4 has rank at most one (for p # 2; [3, p. 264]).

(1.2) Theorem. Let A be a noncyclic abelian p-group where p> 5.  77zezz

Ajp°°A is bounded and nonzero if and only if Aut A contains a minimal non-

central normal subgroup.

Whether or not this theorem holds true for all primes p is not known at
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the present time.  However, in contrast to Liebert's result, minimal noncentral

normal subgroups of Aut A need not be unique (see (3.2)).

The following corollary indicates the close connection between the ideal

structure of certain endomorphism rings and the normal structure of their groups

of units. It is an obvious consequence of (1.1) and (1.2) and the fact that End A

is noncommutative if and only if A has rank at least two [3, p. 227, Exercise 6].

(1.3) Corollary. Let R be a noncommutative ring such that R — End A

for some abelian p-group A where p > 5.  Then 7? contains minimal two-sided

ideals if and only if the group of units of R contains minimal noncentral normal

subgroups.

2. From now on we assume that the prime p is at least 5. If B and C are

fully invariant subgroups of A and B < C, the set of all e G End A such that Ce

< B forms an ideal in End A which will be denoted by Ann C/B. Likewise, the

set of all a G Aut A which induce the identity mapping in C/B is a normal sub-

group of Aut A, denoted by Fix C/B. Note that

Fix C/B = (1 + Ann C/B) n Aut A

where, for S C End A a set, 1 + S denotes the set of all e G End A such that e

= 1 + o for some o G S. The stabilizer of a subgroup B of A is defined as

Stab B = Fix B n Fix A/B.

It is well known that Stab B ^ Horn (A/B, B) [3, p. 251].  If 77 is a subgroup of

a group G, then C(H) denotes the centralizer of 77 in G. The center of G is de-

noted by Z(G).  For other notation and terminology see [2] and [4].

(2.1) Proposition.   7/.4 is divisible then Aut A contains no minimal non-

central normal subgroup.

Proof. Assume the existence of a minimal noncentral normal subgroup A

of Aut A. An automorphism a of an abelian p-group G, where p ^ 2, is central

if and only if xa G <x> for all x G G [1, p. 110 f].  Hence A «£ Z(Aut A) im-

plies the existence of an integer N > 1 such that

(2.2) An=A\A\pn]H Z(Aut A[pn])   for all n > TV.

Since Aut A is noncommutative, A[pN+1] has a decomposition

A[pN+x] m <<?,> 0 <d2) ® C,      o(di) = pN+1    fori = 1,2

[3, p. 254, Exercise 4].  Let S G Aut A [pN+ x] be defined by

(2.3) dx(8-l) = pNd2,       «d2)®O(8-l) = 0.
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Using p # 2, 3 it follows that S is contained in every noncentral normal subgroup

of Aut A [pN+ x ] [6, p. 140], [8, p. 374], [5, Theorem 4.1]. Since every automor-

phism of A[pN+x] can be extended to an automorphism of A [3, p. 254, Exer-

cise 1], (2.2) implies that AN+X is a noncentral normal subgroup of Aut A [pN+1 ] ■

Hence, there exists X G A such that X \A [pN+ x ] = 5.  Because of (2.3), \\A [pN]

= 5 \A [pH] = 1 and X GZ(Aut A). Consequently, X G (A n Fix A [/À] )\Z(Aut A)

and the minimality of A implies A n Fix A [pP] = A and A < Fix A [p^].

This contradiction to (2.2) completes the proof.

(2.4)   Theorem. If Aut A contains a minimal noncentral normal subgroup

then A/p°°A is bounded and nonzero.

Proof. In view of (2.1) we may assume that A/p°°A is unbounded.  Then

Z(Aut A) is isomorphic to the group of p-adic units [3, p. 262] which contains

no element of order p. Hence

(2.5) nnZ(Autyl)= 1,

where II denotes the maximal normal p-subgroup of Aut A.  Let A be a minimal

noncentral normal subgroup of Aut A. From C\„ Fix A [pn] = 1 it follows that

A4FixA[p"] and

(2.6) A n Fix A [pn] < Z(Aut A)   for large zz.

Since Fix A[pn] > Stab A [pn ] and Stab A [pn ] s* Horn (A/A [p"],A[p"])<U

[3, p. 251] is a p-group, (2.5) and (2.6) imply

A n Stab A [pn] < n n Z(Aut A) = 1

and

(2.7) A<CtStab^[p"])    for large zz.

By Lemma 2.1 of [4],

C(Stab A[pn]) < Z(Aut A) • Fix A[p"].

It follows from (2.7) that

A < Z(Aut A) ' Fix A [pn]    for large zz,

and hence

A < fl (Z(Aut A) • Fix A [pn ] ) = Z(Aut A)
n

[1, p. HOf], contradicting the hypothesis.

The intersection, 0, of all noncentral normal subgroups of Aut A was de-

termined in [5]. We shall need the following facts.
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(2.8) If A is a noncyclic bounded group containing only one independent

element of maximal order, then 0 = ( (1 + pm) • lA > where pm + x is the ex-

ponent of A [5, Theorem 2].

(2.9) If A is a bounded group containing two independent elements of max-

imal order then 0 is noncentral [5, Theorem 3].

(2.10) Proposition. Let A be bounded of exponent pm +x with only one

independent element, h, of maximal order. Letpk+ x>p be the exponent of

A/(h). Then A = FixA\pm] n Fix A/pkA is a minimal noncentral normal sub-

group of Aut A.

Proof. 7er7 = Ann A \pm] n Ann A/pKA. Then

(2.11) A=l+7.

If X G A has the property that n(X — 1) G (n> then nX = h + pmqh, for some integer

q, and X = (1 + pm • q) • lA is central. Hence, if S G A is noncentral then h(8 — 1)

G<n),and5 — 1 G5where5 = {eG7|neG<n>}. LetA<A be a noncentral normal

subgroup of Aut A. It follows that

(2.12) An (1+5)^=0.

If e GS then he G <n> and heGpkA \p]. Since <n > is an absolute direct summand

of A [2, p. 50, Exercise 8], A has a decomposition A = («> © (b) ® C where he =

pfc¿>, o(ö) = pk+x. This implies that any two elements in the set 1 + S are conju-

gate [2, p. 89]. Hence, using (2.12),

(2.13) 1 + S C A.

By (2.8), 1 + (AS) = ((1 + pm) • lA > = 0 is contained in every noncentral normal

subgroup of Aut A. This together with (2.13) and (2.11) completes the proof.

Following the notation of Liebert [7], E0A denotes the set of all e G End A

such that Ae is finite.

(2.14) Proposition. Let A/p"A be bounded of exponent pm+x >p. Then

A = Fix (A\pm]+ p°°A) n Fix A/p°°A n ( 1 + EQA) is a minimal normal subgroup

of Aüt A.

Proof. Note that A = 1 + 7 where

(2.15) 7 = AnnOl [p">] + p~A) n Ann Alp"A n E0A

is the unique minimal two-sided ideal of End A [7, p. 94]. Let S be the set of all e

G7 such that Ae is cyclic. Then
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(2.16) /=<5>

is generated by S as an additive group. Since e<j> = 0 for all e, <p G S, the map

e I—► 1 + e is an isomorphism from J onto A. Hence

(2.17) A=i+;=a+s)

is generated by the set 1 + S as a multiplicative group. Let 1 i= A < A be a normal

subgroup of Aut A. Because of (2.17), it suffices to show that 1 + S C A. Let 0 ^

e G S. Then A has a decomposition A = (h) © C where o(h) = pm + x,0¥=heG

p°°A [p], Ce = 0. One easily verifies that any two elements =£ 1 in 1 + S are conju-

gate [2, pp. 89, 106, Exercise 10], [3, p. 250]. Therefore, the proof will be com-

pleted once we show that A C\ (I + S) ¥= {l}. Let 1 =£ ô G A and assume that S

Ç 1 + S, i.e. A(S — 1) has rank at least 2. Then A has a decomposition

(2.18) A = (hx)® <h2)@B

where

(2.19) o(h¡) =pm + x,      0 # /z,.(5 -l)ep^ [p]    for i = 1, 2.

There exists r 6 End .4 such that

(2.20) hxT = h2,      (ih2)®B)T = 0.

By construction, t2 = 0and .4(0 — 1)t<p°°At = 0.  It follows from Lemma

2.6 of [5] that

(2.21) 1 +t(ô -1)6 A.

Because of (2.20), At(ô - 1) < (h2)r is cyclic and, using (2.19), hxr(8 - 1) =

zz2(S - 1) i= 0. This together with (2.21) implies 1 ¥= 1 + t(8 - 1) < A n

(1 + 5) as desired.

3. The proof of (1.2) is now easily completed by combining (2.4) together

with (2.9) and Propositions (2.10) and (2.14).

We collect the various characterizations of the class of p-groups under con-

sideration. The equivalence of (i)-(iii) was proved by W. Liebert and is valid for

all primes p and with or without the uniqueness in (ii) and (iii) [7, pp. 91, 94].

(3.1)  Theorem.   For an abelian p-group A, where p > 5, the following

conditions are equivalent.

(i) A/p°°A is bounded and nonzero.

(ii) A has a (unique) maximal fully invariant subgroup.

(iii)  End A has a (unique) minimal two-sided ideal Z =£ 0.

(iv)  Aut A has a minimal noncentral normal subgroup, A, or A is cyclic ■£■ 0.
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The following example shows that (3.1) cannot be improved to include the

uniqueness of A in (iv).

(3.2) Example. Let A = <n> © <ô> where o(h) = p2 and o(b) = p. Let

A, = Stab A [p] and A2 = Stab pA. Then A, and A2 both are noncentral nor-

mal subgroups of Aut A of order p2.  Since A, O A2 = <(1 + p) • lA > = 0 is

the intersection of all noncentral normal subgroups of Aut A (see (2.8) and [5,

Theorem 2]), A, and A2 are two distinct minimal noncentral normal subgroups

of Aut A.

(3.3) Remark.  If either A is not reduced or A contains two independent

elements of maximal order, A in (3.1)(iv) can be shown to be unique.

(3.4) Remark. If 7 is a two-sided ideal in End A then A(7) = (1 + 7) O

Aut A is a normal subgroup in Aut A.  For nonreduced A, the (unique) minimal

noncentral normal subgroup, A, of Aut A is A(Z) where Z denotes the unique

minimal two-sided ideal in End A (see (2.14) and [7, p. 94]); in all other cases,

however, A(Z) is not a minimal noncentral normal subgroup of Aut A [7, p. 94],

[5, Theorem 2].L
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